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THE ANGEL’S WHISPER. 
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THK PLAIN GOLD RING. 

The Words by W.T. MONCRIEFF Esqt__The Music by WEBER* 
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THE WARRIOR'S HOME. 

Poetry by P. Farren Esq? 
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Ocn, hone !—oh, what will I do! 

Sure my love is all crost, 

Like a bud in the frost ; 

And there’s no use at all in my going to bed, 

For’tis dhrames, and not sleep that comes into my head; 

‘And ’tis all about you, 

My sweet Molly Carew, 

And, indeed, ’tis a sin and a shame, 

You're complater than Nature, 

In every feature, 

The snow can’t compare 

With your forehead so fair, 

‘And I rather would see just one blink of your eye 

Than the purtiest star that shines out of the sky, 

And, by this and by that, 

For the matther o’that 

You're more distant, by far, than that same, 

Och, hone! wierasthra, 

I’m alone, in this world without you. 

6 Th 

Och, hone !—But why should I speak 

Of your forehead and eyes, 

When your nose it defies 

Paddy Blake, the schoolmasther, to put it in rhyme, 

Tho’ there’s one, Burke, he says, who would cail it snub- 

And than for your cheek, [lime. 

Throth ’twould take him a week 

It’s beauties to tell, as he’d rather— 

Then your lips!—oh, machree, 

In their beautiful glow, 

They a patthern might be 

For the cherries to grow! 

*Twas an apple that tempted our Mother, we know, 

For apples were scarce, I suppose, long ago. 

But, at this time o’ day, 5 

Pon my conscience I’ll say, 

Such cherries might tempt a man’s father. 

Och, hone! wierasthru! 

I’m alone in this world without you. 

iit. 

Och, hone !—By the man in the moon, 

You teaze me all ways, 

That a woman can plaze; 

For you dance twice as high with that thief, Pat Magee, 

As when you take share of a jig, dear, with me; 

Tho’ the piper I bate, 

For fear the owld chate 

Wouldn’t play you your favorite tune. 

And when you're at mass, 

My devotion you crass, 

For, ’tis thinking of you, 

Iam, Molly Carew! 

While you wear, on purpose, a bonnet so deep, 

That I can’t, at your sweet pretty face get a peep; 

Oh ! lave off that bonnet, 

Or else I'll lave on it 

The loss of my wandering sowl. 

Och, hone! wierasthru, 

Och, hone! like an owl, 

Day is night, dear, to me, without you ! 

Iv. 

Och, hone! don’t provoke me to do it, 

For there’s girls by the score © 

‘That loves me—and more, 

And you’d look very quare if some morning you’d meet 

My wedding all marching in pride down the street, 

Throth you'd open your eyes, 

" And you'd die of surprise, 

To think ’twas n’t you was come to it, 

And, faith, Katty Naile, 

And her cow, I go bail, 

Would jump if I'd say, 

« Katty Naile, name the day.” 

And tho’ you’re fair and fresh as the blossoms in May, 

And tho’ she’s short and dark like a cowld winther’s day, 

Yet, if you don’t repent 

Before Easter, when Lent 

Is oyer, I'll marry for spite. 

Och, hone !—weirasthru ! 

And when I die for you, 

My ghost will haunt you ey’ry night. 
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Adien then Sweet sRoche . 
Alast Remembrance . -Gaston 
‘Adieu to the Night French Air. 
Absent Friends .. -Blockley « 
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Sea Sprites (The) Glee -.....Godbé. 22 
Smile (The) Duet -Chelard: 23 
Soft on, the Bat falls the By ey, = 
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Wee wait but for You! Duet. . Blangini . 1 

ITALIAN SONGS and DU. 2 
All’ idea di quel metall 2 
Al dolce guidami 4 
Ah si per voi 3 
‘Assisa a pid d'un salici 6 
Ah che i giorni fi 
Bel raggio lusinghier « eS 
Come dolce all’ alma mi z 
Care pupille, Duet . 10 
Cielo a miei lunzhi spasimi pee 
Deh calma. ws 
Di piacer mi balza il cor 18 
Eben per mia memoria, Duet « ib 
Giorno d’orrore, Duet. 1 
Parto tilascio......++- ka 
‘La che accendi questo core. i 
Una voce poco fa . ~ 
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2 Lost Cavalier. i 
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Stranger’s Bride.....06+-6 
Where is she now: 
Where, where is the Royer .Ditto.... 
Her name I've banished ...H Lee......... 

Sweetly Blooms the ' 
A Setar at eee oreo oll 

Youth's the Time to Marry .Ditto. 

Waters of Elle......... 

My Lodging is on the Cold Ground 
Ye Banks and Braes ... nneeee 

‘Oh my Love she’s like the red, red Rose . 

Cease your Funning..... ... 
Had Ia Heart fur falsehood framed . 

‘My Heart with Love is Beating . 
Auld Robin Gray . 
‘Oh! why should I repine .F, Duvernay . 
Robin Adair 

Hope told a flattering tale 

Auld Lang Syne ...... 
Scots Wha Hue wi’ Wallace Bled. 

When Pensive 1 thought of my Love . 
‘The Streamlet ...+.,2+-+22+0505 
Coolun . 
May Dew 
Angels whisper 
Morning Dream 
Guitar of Spain 
My Heart is still with Thee Ditto 

GUITAR SONGS. (iItalian.) 
Nina non neghi amore. 
Sul margine d'un rio. 
O pescator dell’ onda 
La biondina in gondoletta . 
Benedetta sia la madre . 
Deh’ calma, oh ciel . 
Amo te solo 
Deh’ vieni alla fenestra, 

Vedrai carino . 

Nel cor piu non mi sento 
Con quell ochietto mio bell tesoro. 

Buona notte amato bene 
Oinbre ame ni amiche. 

Non giova il sospirar. 
Stanco di pascolar le pecurelle 
La Racchelina. 
Di tanti palpiti 
Aurora ah sorgerai. 
La Riccioletta... 

Voi che sapete 
Ecco ridente il cielo 

© Dolce concento. 
Dove sono. 

Sull’ aria. 

Laci darem la mano. 

16 

GUITAR SONGS. (French.) 

‘Mon coeur soupire. 
Fleuve du tage... 
Partant pour la Syri 
Gentil houssard. 
C'est Vamour. 
‘A voyager passant sa vie. 
La sentinelle. . 
Je pars demain. 
Vous me: quittez. 
Le petit tambour... . 
Je ne sais plus ce que je veux. 
Depnis longtems gentille Aunette, 
Ce que je désire. 
Rose d'amour. 

Le vaillant troubadour. 
‘La Suissesse au bord du lac. 

Dans un délire extréme 

Portrait charmant 
Dormez, donc mes chéres amours. 
La marseillaise. 

Annis, la matinée est belle. . 
Celui qui sut toucher mon cceur, 

La bergére delaissée...... 
La Parisienne. 
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“Wid my Sprig of Shillalah I'll crack your ould noddle, 
‘To be wak'd from such Dreaming's the Devil I say. 
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In London one night about three in the morning ~~ In my 

loud “fit. of --yawn_ _ing I fell to a laugh_ing for 

Paddy’s Dream, 
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to Seep Tu just sleep a bit lon_ ee 

Petar eh 
————— 

Tempo Primo. 

beau — ti_ful scene With eyes_ wide o pen I long to en _ joy this 

== Ss: 2p 
slept un — til morning When I found it all nothing but on-ly a Dream, 

(Spoken) Och such a Vision, there was I up to my elbows in elligant Pastry, up to 

my eyes mt liquor, and over my ears in love whispering soft nonsense to Molly ashtore and 
Singing 

{cuonws) 

25 es 2 See 2 
lue whack. fal de eS dle =e 

Paddy’s Dream. rn 
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I dveam’d while at home a courting sweet Molly 

I was eating minced Pies in a Pastry Cooks shop 

And with love and good liquor’ was getting so jolly 

Had you seen me Im sure you'd have long’d for a drop 

Such dishes I'd swear never grew in Kilkenny 

Or before touch’d the lips of poor Paudeen M¢ Phane 

Arrah, troth, could I dream the same night, noon and merning 

Td never go back to Kilkenny again. cs y 

(SPoKEN.)Och such a dream, its only delusion, says Molly it was 

elligant eating and drinking says I, only let me dream 

such delusions always waking and sleeping and Til_ Sing 

(CHoRUS.)Furu lu Philalloo,whack foll de riddle 

Sing Wirishtrew, Hubaboo, whack fall de ray, 

With my bit of Shellalah, Ill dance to the Fiddle 
To a drop of good Whiskey 1d never say nay. 

3 

Next night to my bed I went soon in the morning. 

In hopes such another sweet dream to obtain 

When zounds youll believe me I dramed that ould Whackem 

Was bringing me back to Kilkenny again 

So I laid me stock still, both trembling and shaking 

My hair stiff as Pitch forks,stuck out from my head 

"Till the day light appearing, I bid him good morning 

And swore he'd ne’er catch me afore I was dead. 

(SPOKEN.)The first wink of day brought back m coura) , 50 I bawls a gs y Fe 

giving a flourish of the Alpeen only make yourself invisible to 

my eyes now and see how soon I'll measure you for a new 

wig, ah faith Til lend you such a 

( CHORUS.) Philalloo, Witishtrew, whack foll de raddle i 

Hubaboo, Clare-aboo, now fire away 

Wid my sprig of Shellalah Tl crack your ould noddle 

To be waked from such dreaming’s the devil I say. 

Paddy’s Dream. : 
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The Caggs, who resided next door, Preparations were made for a feast ; 
| Were ever in sneers and in frowns, Tinted cards, highly glazed. and embost, 
é And bursting with spleen, when they saw Invited the neighbours, who came, 

ie Such fine goings on at the Browns. And many in wonder were lost. 
iit One night Mrs C. said to Caggs— Champagne, claret, ices, milk punch, 

" “Some husbands are sich stingy clowns, And cakes ornamented with crowns, 
_ Or they would give, dinfiers and balls, Soups, jellies, and scented pastilles, 
And show off as well as the Browns !?? And all to astonish the Browns ! 

i Jokery, jeering» quiz ! Jokery, jeering, quiz! 
Ni In the course. of your life find you may Most people are fond of a feast, : 
it That a man has no power, when his wife And they love those who give %em the most, 
i i Is determined to have her own way ! || More than those. folks who give °em the least ! 

{ i “Consider my income!said Caggs— One party soon drew on another, 
it “Don’t talk in that way Mr.C! And then to continue the game, 
| f - T warrant [’d make it suffice, As the Browns were a-going to the races, 

If you would but leave it to me; The Caggs must of course,do the same . 
Last Monday I saw well enough, “Lauk! how surprised they willkbe— 
When the tradesmen were going their roun’s, | When they see us appear on the downs! 
Although they had money from us, We will go.in a carriage and four, 
I’m sure they got none, from the Browns:’) And we shall so astonish the Browns!» 
dJokery, jeering, quiz ! Jokery» jeering, quiz | 

It’s one of the greatest of ills The neighbours said—‘Caggs is clever, 
When tradesmen will send in their bills | But as sure as eggs be but eggs, 
And nothing else but their bills ! | Sich things wont continue for ever.’ 

Caggs submitted to his better half Whatever was done by the Bs. 
Or rather two thirds I should say, || The Cs. tried to do more than equal; 
And she soon sent her orders about , But as they had not the same means, 
Determined to make a display. || They fail’d as you'll see by the sequel . 
Her daughters were full of delight — || They were forced to run off from the street, 
On Sunday they sported new gowns, For fortune look’d on em with frowns; 
And exclaimed, as they went to church, 1 
“How we shall astonish the Browns !2? 

_ Jokery, jeering, quiz! E } Jokery, jeering, quiz ! 
What pleasures arise in the breast, | Many folks in this worlds ups and downs , 
When we,as we walk through the streets, | Vefy often astonish themselves , 

.Are conscious of being well drest ! When they try to astonish the Browns ! 

And what was more galling than all_ 
It did not astonish the Browns ! 

* My tale Pll conclude with a proverb 
In which there’s a great deal of sense — 

*‘Your pounds may he left to themselves 
If you will take care of your pence. % 
In this yourll discover my moral, 
A moral worth mitres and crowns — 
Tf you would save silver and gold, 
You must always beware of the Browns. 
Jokery, jeering, quiz | 
Be cautious in great London town, 
Or in trying to do, you?ll get done, 

© Generally umitted . 
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Piano Forte Accomp.t. 

Arranged by S.Gidbe. 
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jump Jim Crow. Wheel a- neat and turn a-bout, and do jis 

o 
Pe 

2S aS 
Ebry time I wheel about, I jump Jim Crow. - : = 

Jim Crow+ 



SECOND VERSE. 
pete 

used to take him Fiddle eb-ry morn and ar- ter-noon, 

Buz-zard and dance to de Racoon . 

Jim Crow. 
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Iwip my weight in Wild-cats 
~ Teat an alligator - z 4 
And tear up more Ground 

Dan kiver fifty: load of "Tater 

4 

Gomme sa 4 ; 
I sit upon a Hornet’s nest 

I dance upon my head ( 
I tie a Wiper round my neck © 
And den I goes to bed 

Wheel about, &c. 

=e 
I am for Freedom 

aw for Union altogether 
Aldough Tm a Black Men ; 

De White jis call’d my Broder 
é Wheel about, &c. 

C 
I’m for Union to a Gal 

Aw dis is a stubborn fact 
But if I marry aw don’t like it 
ru ‘nullity dé act’ 

Wheel about, &c. 

7 
I’m tired of being a Single Man, 

Aw I’m ?tarmined to get aWiie, 
if For what I tink de happiest »~- 

Is de sweet Married-life. 
Wheel about, &c. 

| 
erate) 

It’s berry common ’mong de White, 
To Marry and get Divorced , 

But dat Pl nebber do, 

Unless I’m really forced . 
Wheel about, «cc. 

: g 
Now my Broder Nirgars , 

I do not tink it richt, 
Dat you should lah at dem 

Who happen to br White. 
Wheel about, 2c. 

: 10 : 
| I’m so glad dat Im a Niggar, 

i) An’ don’t you wish you was too, 
For den you'd gain popularity, 

By jumping Jim Crow. 
Witeet ahout, &e- 

Jim Crow. 

i aed EE EN ET 

Wheel about, &c. 

orem ee ae 

a 

Jim Crow's TRIP tv GREENWICH. 
Ses 

It was de oder Sunday mornin, 
I put on my dandy Coat 

AY went down to Greenwich 
On board of de Stezm-boat. 

f Wheel about, &c. 

: aw 
We hab folks of ebry, nation 

All‘ Ienruagzes dey peak 
From de Yankee, Swiss, Garman 

Down to ancient Dutch Greek. 
: Wheel about, &c. 

3 
One Gemman ax de Capiain 

Fore de. fastenings were clare 
How much furder is it,Captain, 

Now, before we will be there. 

\ Wheel about, &c. 

=] 
Dare was a Frenchman told de Captain 

He want git out on de Railroad 
Kase he rez lly was afeard the Boat 

Would tumble overboard . 
Wheel about, &c. 

5 5 

But a berry papaing Chap on board 
Know’d ebry ting it seem, 

Undertook to tell a Lady 
How de Ingine move by Steams 

Wheel about, &c. 

6 
He says; first you see dis ere tings 

What’s: going up and. down; 
Well, den you see dem Cart_wheel 

Turning round and round. 
Wheel about, &c. 

rid 
We'l, den you see dem oder tings, 

Look like a pair ob Tongs, 

Dey hits against dese oder tings, . 
an’ shoves de Boat along. 

Wheel about, &c. 

8 
An’ when dey want to steer de Boat, 
an bring her round in time > 

Dare’s a ting looks like a Cellar-doors 
Swinging on behind. 

- Wheel about, &c. 
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PREFACE. 
S38 

Sive1me is produced by sounds Schick are formed by the combined exer _ 

tion of the Lung's, the Throat and.the Mcuth;' most persons are accordingly more or less 

endued with this Faculty: and though few indeed may hope to vie with aCatalani,there 

might still be some approximation to a Stephens, were the candidate properly dis- 
posed and enabled to cultivate it. ‘To induce the attempt, it were surely enoughto 
‘consider the Voice was graciously designed by the Great Creator for the pro- 

motion of, human happiness. ; 

Toi improve the natural voice certain! exercises are necessary, and these must moré - 

over be systematically and judiciously studied and practised. The first point to be 

attained is, a good Intonation,.that is, a singing in Tune: the second a Flexibility of 

voice,in other words a facility of extending or contracting: the organs of singing, so 

as to glide easily from-sound to sound. The third a tasteful and impressive vocal 

expression of Poetic sentiment, such as emanates from a feeling bosom guided by ju- 

dicious teaching and imitation. On the other hand, excepting in the case of a radical. 

ly vicious conformation of the Tonic organs: a defective voice may be sometimes suc- 

cessfully remedied. For example a nasal or a screaming voice if contracted only by 

habit may be cured by a Teacher duly experienced. In pursuance of this object, I 
shall now specify a few leading particulars which should form the daily practice 

of every, and of even the most aceomplished Singer. These particulars are the fol - 
lowing. When singing, stand upright, fill the chest well with air; begin every 
sound, with the softest possible piano, swell it on -to the fortissimo, and all ina 

breath, continously sink in the deerescendo; do not in general go higher than the 

voice can easily admit of, though you may occasionly attempt a semitone higher. 

The vowel (a),is to be sung broad, like the French a, or like a in the word awe, 

dropping the chin without further exertion of the muscles, than to leave the mouth 
fally an inch open. To sing (0) the mouth must be rounded without screwing it 

upward, ‘the teeth half an inch or even more apart. For (i), and (e), adapt the 

mouth to a smiling position, without wrinkling of the cheek, and let the teeth be 

sufficiently asunder for the breath to pass freely. In no instance; should thelips 

protrude above the teeth, as that would muffle the voice The consonant that fol_ 

lows a vowel, must not be énounced untill. the expiration of the note or notes, 

apportioned to the syllable of which it is part; neither must there be any oral 

action until then. The same rule is to be observed; in singing the English i, 

a,e, and y, for if the mouth begin gradually to close before the expiration, 

of the sound, a very disagreable whining or squeaking will ensue. 

Lips of easy pliancy are apt to fall into a ludicrous habit of what may be 

termed a Dolphin mouth, or a drawing of the mouth on one side, either up — 

ward or downward, a thing to be cautiously avoided. For this however as 

well as many. other distortions, the Pupil may advantageously consult the 

Looking glass. ‘ 
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The following: Seale with an Accompaniment is to be commenced as soon as the Pupil 

is able to sing the first in tune. The right hand strikes the Accompaniment in Qua- 

vers,while the voice is heard;observing the crescendo and decrescendo. 
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Having acquired a good intonation of the preceding Scales, the Shake must come 

next into practice. Although many may find a difficulty in ‘accomplishing a good 

Shake, still it must be diligently practised. It is not only the most beautifu
l ornament in mu. 

sic, but it will give that quickness to the organs which is so necessary to an aecomplished Singer. 

Choose out of the following Keys the most convenient for the Pupils voice to begin with. Commence 

slowly and quicken -by degress. * mind the finish of the shake~ 2 
sing the yowel a_first ¥ He rs RE ST 
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Shake with a semitone. sung. 
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CHROMATICS. 
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Con Portamento, is the Gliding of the voice from a given sound to a distant Interyal, 

through a continous gradation of notes imperceptibly melting into one another. It may be 

exemplified by sliding the finger up or down along the string of a Violin while in the act 

of sounding. The Singer can learn it only by imitation, This style of singing is used 

in Recitatiye,and such parts of a song as express the softer passions. The effect is most im --- 

pressive if used with judgement, it otherwise is tiresome. 
+ a 

Intervals in common use with their intermediate notes, which are to be joined with the vowels 

in uninterrupted succession,so as still to let every note be distinctly heard. The Consonant 

1, like all the pegs not be promoumged:| till at the very end of the sound. 

Such as this is very Tepe : = i 
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After the preceding Intervals with their intermediate notes have been well practi- 

sed it will become an easy task to learn the next. But perseverance should be un. 

remitted till the student can sing quite in tune which may be ascertained by. 

- striking the Key with the last sound of the voice: if not in tune the ear must be 

assisted where necessary: (of which the Instructor ought i be the best judge) by 
a rehearsal of the passage. 

Distances in the scale commonly in use. 
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The following Exercises serve to render the voice flexible. and enable the 

‘Singer to perform Divisions in a smooth and pleasing style. 

Take any vowel and go as high as the yoice will admit.without overstraining. 
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This Chord of the 4th & 6th may be varied at-pleasure like the Common Chord “above. 
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OF GRACES. 

-Graces, are ornaments in Melody, eu therefore if unseasonably introduced, they lose their intend_ 

ed effect. The principal Graces are the Appoggiatura, the Shake, the Turn, the Beat, the 

Mordent, Slide, and Spring. 

Sometimes the Appogiatura is only one quarter the 
The Appogriatura. value of the note it precedes. thus. After-note ‘ 
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It would be easy for me now to add a few dozen Sonatas for Solfegging, but as it is 
not my intention to swell this volume,and its price; I take the liberty of advising 
Students, to take favorite songs, Solfegge them first, and sing the words after... 

wards, which is as ood: a aye and more pleasant, than to drag through unmeaning 

compositions . TASES S : saa = a 

OF CADENCES IN: MELODY. 

A Cadence is. an extempore passage generally introduced at the finale of a tune, and 

it should be expressive of the poetic or other sentiment of the piece. I shall in the 
following little ballad,endeavour to shéw how melody may be varied according to the 

pathos of the strain, and also how to close one and the same melody with different cadences. 
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kiss to steal a. kiss from WS. eee sy Ann. 
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health, A faith ful friend, A — faith... ful friend and 

This Pallad with an Accompaniment for the Piano Forte; is composed and pee 
oo by 

WY Gousse, Siajlesiury Terrace Pimlico. Price 15 
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Singing a second or other, parts of Harmony is to accompany a Melody sharmoni- 

ously; and to judge rightly of the part a Singer has to take, it is requisite 

that some method should be adopted through which the Pupil may refine and 

_use his ear so, as to be able to make a just distinction between the Melody 

and the part alotted to him. ; 

- The following Exercises might be entered upon as soon ‘as ‘agood intonation 
. . , Sh oe ” 
is acquired. - 

The Second begins first holding on the Semibreve. 
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Listen to your own voice. 
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Any difficulty. that may occur in the course of teaching the second,or other parts 

will easily be overcome by trying it in the same way as the foregoing Examples. 
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After these preceeding Excersises have been well attended to the annexed Songs will be 
Te tearned. 
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win...ter lay The sum..mer. songs~- ters ‘ are gone. And 
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gone And left thee here to sing a.--lone. 



Then come and. be my welcome guest, 

I love to see thy crimson breast, © ¢ 

And hear thee at the: close of day, 

‘Thrilling thy little simple lay. 

3 

So brightly in the Shrub’ry scene, 

Mid russet brown, and varied green, 

When hush’d is.ev’ry pleasing sound, 

And fading leaves are falling round. 

4 

When welcome to my window sill , 

I love to hear thy little bill 

When, pecking crvmbs that for thee lay; 

My pretty warbler to repay. 

$s 

Then do not fear but boldly come, 

And thou shall find a peaceful home, 

*Till genial Suns, shall gild the plain, 

And court theeto the woods again 
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